
 

Type of property: 
Musical conservatory

Localization: 
Novara - Piemonte (Italy)

Historical data of the property: 
The construction of the first plant dates 
back to the seventeenth century. In the 
second half of the nineteenth century, 
enlargement works were executed. 
The entire monumental complex is subject 
to architectural constraints. 

Period of expected draining: 
5 years. 

Criteria for success: 
From the data acquired by the seven 
diagnostic investigations done from the 
time of installation, dated to 2014, to now, 
we can state that the phenomenon of 
rising damp has been solved by Dry Up 
technology. 

Diagnostic controls: 
Installation July 2014 
Six follow up checks 
Last check up 30.07.2019
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Problems 
The Conservatory had an important pathology of wet walls due to the phenomenon of rising damp. 
There are signs of detachment and erosion of the plasters caused by the salts that have matured in an 
important way. Inside the building was applied, on the old plaster, a shave with industrial products 
without removing the old plaster saturated with salts.  
In the niches, where the wall is of lower thickness, there is the presence of condensation inside the wall 
due to the lack of insulation. 
The facades of the building appear to have concrete plaster. 
In the monumental complex there are still several parts of cement plaster. 

Extension of Dry Up intervention: 
Two Dry Up devices to cover an area of 
about 1.000 m2.
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Draining  
Dry Up technology has solved the 
pathology of rising damp. In order to be 
able to guarantee the drying result, it is 
necessary to replace the degraded and 
cement plasters with new plasters 
composed of only natural hydraulic lime 
and subsequent painting with breathable 
products.  
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